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ImagIne a natIon that  
has lost Its  

abIlIty and desIre to  
make thIngs….

ThaT’s The world of our sTory, 
“Tinkerers.” in The near-Term 

fuTure, we find a Town where 
young people plan To devoTe Their 

careers To service jobs, in a  
land where The biggesT brand 

names are from overseas.

buT Then, a caTasTrophic evenT  
changes everyThing for The Town 

and our hero, a young man  
on a quesT To learn The  

reasons for decline even as he 
works To reverse iT.

whaT does he find? READ ON…
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NOVELS

Earth
The Postman
Startide Rising
The Uplift War
The Practice Effect...  
and others

GRAPHIC NOVELS

The Life Eaters
Forgiveness

MOVIES

The Postman

NONFICTION

The Transparent Society: 
Will Technology Make Us 
Choose Between Privacy and 
Freedom? 

books by david brin

more for Inquiring minds about “tinkerers”

about the bridge: In selecting a design, we could have gone with some of today’s beautiful modern styles, like 
inclined cable-stayed spans. But we felt a hankering to portray something new—a class of structures never seen 
by most of you—that may become more common in the 2020s. As it turns out, there is a concept called tensegrity 
that was first explored in 1948 by the artist Kenneth Snelson and popularized by Buckminster Fuller. Tensegrity 
is now the very latest approach to bridge design, as illustrated by the first-of-its-kind Kurilpa Bridge in Brisbane, 
Australia. (See: http://bit.ly/aOWFc2)

neomake: For more about the quest for new manufacturing methods, here’s the DARPA research program  
(http://bit.ly/8VqPxw) and A FRAMEWORK FOR REVITALIZING AMERICAN MANUFACTURING.  
(http://bit.ly/9dmRhf)

Make is the leading do-it-yourself magazine, filled with fun projects and bold notions about an improvable  
tomorrow, while Instructables is a big DIY community where people make and share entertaining/useful projects 
and hacks. 

Care to get involved, helping turn on the next generation to engineering excellence? Learn about sponsorship or 
mentoring opportunities with the FIRST Robotics League. (www.usfirst.org)

manufacturing in fiction: There are intelligent science fiction tales about this topic, ranging from darkly 
pessimistic to profoundly optimistic. Take these older works: PLAYER PIANO by Kurt Vonnegut Jr., THE MIDAS 
PLAGUE by Fred Pohl, or WALDO by Robert Heinlein. And more recent tales: NANO COMES TO CLIFFORD FALLS, 
by Nancy Kress, MAKERS by Cory Doctorow, or ACCELERANDO by Charles Stross. (Or some of my own novels!) 

Some of the ambiance of our graphic novel arose out of the marvelous Steam Punk Movement.  
(www.steampunkworkshop.com)

Readers are encouraged to engage in follow-up discussions about the many issues (some of them deliberately contro-
versial!) raised by this story. There is a Facebook group, logically enough called “Tinkerers,” that should get things 
going. Groups are also welcome to create their own discussion sites and announce them on the Facebook page. (Let’s 
look past the old clichés that have done so much harm to a nation of pragmatists! Negotiate with one another.)

Finally, I’d like to thank our artist Jan Feindt and his agent Jodie Hein, as well as art director Gretchen Kirchner, 
Forward magazine managing editor Elizabeth Ecker, Steve Weiner, our editor-impressario, who shepherded the 
whole crazed process (see http://forward.msci.org for more on this business thought leadership magazine), and 
especially Michael Hoffman, CEO of Macsteel USA, for championing the use of this art form to raise the banner of  
manufacturing. I also thank my young scripting campadre, Jason Land. All of these people worked under incredible 
time pressures to get the job finished for this issue of the magazine. In the rush, a lot had to be simplified or left 
out. But if our story provokes argument, fresh insights or a new determination in just a few, to forge ahead to a 
bold future of solutions, then we’ll have done some good…while having fun.

 —David Brin

 www.davidbrin.com


